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A SOLUTION TO IMAGE PROCESSING
WITH PARALLEL MPI I/O AND DISTRIBUTED NVRAM CACHE
ARTUR MALINOWSKI AND PAWEL CZARNUL∗
Abstract. The paper presents a new approach to parallel image processing using byte addressable, non-volatile memory
(NVRAM). We show that our custom built MPI I/O implementation of selected functions that use a distributed cache that
incorporates NVRAMs located in cluster nodes can be used for eﬃcient processing of large images. We demonstrate performance
beneﬁts of such a solution compared to a traditional implementation without NVRAM for various sizes of buﬀers used to read
image parts, process and write back to storage. We also show that our implementation beneﬁts from overlapping reading subsequent
images while processing already loaded ones. We present results obtained in a cluster environment for three parallel implementation
of blur, multipass blur and Sobel ﬁlters, for various NVRAM parameters such as latencies and bandwidth values.
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1. Introduction. For many customers the number of recorded megapixels is a key factor when choosing
digital cameras. Assuming that engineers properly matched the size of an image sensor to its resolution, it is
completely justified – each pixel contains additional information that could be used in order to improve quality
of an image. The first affordable, commercially available digital cameras started from the resolution of about
one megapixel, like Kodak DCS or NASA’s Nikon F4 that was used during Space Shuttle missions [26]. The
megapixel race led to about 20 megapixel sensors in modern smartphones and more than 50 megapixel sensors
in DSLR equipment for professional photographers. Some digital cameras take things even a step further, like
the recently announced Hasselblad device with effective resolution of 400 megapixels [11]. The scale grows even
bigger for specialized devices, such as Hawaii telescopes of the project Pan-STARRS that are equipped with
sensors of a resolution more than one gigapixel [13].
Apart from better sensors, the final image resolution could be obtained by combining multiple smaller parts.
The sharpest view of the Andromeda Galaxy, created by NASA/ESA using data from Hubble telescope, contains
1.5 billion pixels [27]. This technique is useful not only in scientific research – in 2016 Bentley Motors created
a 53 gigapixel photo only for demonstration of the companys commitment to technological innovation [38].
Large images are more difficult during processing. The size of a file could exceed the amount of RAM
installed within a single node. Moreover, more demanding algorithms involve complex computations. It is
possible to offload some processing to GPU (compatible with GPGPU technologies, e.g. NVIDIA CUDA,
R Xeon Phi⃝),
R
OpenCL) or computational accelerators (e.g. Intel⃝
but it may require many round trips between
a host memory and a device due to limited memory on such compute devices.
An alternative solution for high data volume (especially with multiple images) and demanding computations
is changing the processing application from running on a single node to the one distributed among several
nodes. With such an approach, an application designer can include all of the techniques and methods of High
Performance Computing (HPC) in the application. It should be especially convenient for processing used in
scientific applications, where developers are familiar with HPC tools and technologies.
Within this paper we propose a distributed architecture for a large image processing application based on
HPC tools. The solution is created using Message Passing Interface (MPI), image file access is accelerated by
a byte-addressable non-volatile RAM (NVRAM) distributed cache. Initially, the framework consists of three
exemplary image filters, but it can be easily extended further. A set of experiments proved that the architecture
is capable to process large images (single or multiple) in reasonable time.
2. Related work and motivation. Firstly, parallel image processing, as a way to decrease execution
times of image filtering, important in many fields, has been analyzed and used for many years already.
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2.1. Parallel image processing. Parallel programming with Message Passing Interface (MPI) traditionally allows utilization of clusters but MPI-based programs can be also run successfully on powerful workstations
with multi- (such as Intel Xeon) and many-core processors (such as Intel Xeon Phi x200) or many-core coprocessors (such as Intel Xeon Phi x100). Parallel image processing with MPI has been analyzed in many works.
Paper [29] presents design and results of a C+MPI framework for low-level image processing, run on a cluster
of up to 64 nodes connected with Myrinet. An example of a multi-baseline stereo vision application is used
for which speed-ups up to around 10 have been obtained on 32 nodes. In work [28] authors demonstrated
parallel extensions, also using MPI, to the Delft Image Processing LIBrary (DIPLIB) library. For geometric
mean filters and larger window sizes and image sizes (15x15 for an 256x256 and 9x9 and 15x15 for 1024x1024
images) the authors have obtained linear speed-ups up to 24 machines. Paper [33] introduced Parallel Image
Processing Toolkit (PIPT) that uses MPI, with load balancing schemes in the framework for transparent distribution of computations. Paper [2] deals with parallel image processing and considers data distribution for
heterogeneous machines with scalability results for an active contour algorithm. Website [5] provides a C/C++
with MPI implementation of several operations on images: contrast an image, filtering: smooth, blur, sharpen,
mean removal, emboss as well as computing image entropy.
Other parallel programming APIs allowing execution on clusters have also been used for image processing.
In paper [6] the authors extended the well known image processing tool GIMP with a possibility to use a cluster
based system for pipelined image processing. Paper [32] presents parallel processing of pressure-sensitive paint
images on a multiprocessor machine or a cluster with multiple nodes, however implemented with forks/pipes
and TCP/IP.
Recently, parallel image processing with GPUs has been explored deeper in many fields, for example: plant
growth analysis [30], medical applications such as cancer research [31] object recognition [35], embedded systems
[4]. Several frameworks for image processing with GPUs have been developed [1, 16] along with a possibility
to perform GPU image processing from higher level systems such as MATLAB [10]. However, GPUs have
limitations in terms of maximum memory capacity – currently up to 16GB in the latest and expensive cards
such as NVIDIA V100 or 12GB in NVIDIA Titan X. Consumer grade cards offer up to 8GB of memory. In
view of this, processing of very large images might require several communications over PCI Express and the
overall performance will suffer. Because of this, we explore the possibility of using NVRAM in parallel image
processing, especially in a cluster environment, in which NVRAMs from various nodes might offer even higher
capacities.
2.2. NVRAM applications. Non-volatile byte-addressable memory has several potential advantages
that make it an interesting solution in increasing performance of demanding applications [19]. These include
byte-addressability, sizes larger than RAM and persistence. There are several examples of applications analyzed
in the literature.
One is low overhead checkpointing. Paper [14] proposes NVM-checkpoints for storing checkpoints locally
and remotely. Authors propose checkpointing based on a hybrid memory model. An application uses an NVM
interface for provision of information regarding checkpointed data. While data remains in RAM, it can be copied
to NVM. NVM is used for local and less frequent remote checkpoints. Apart from an NVM kernel manager,
the provided NVM user library for handling checkpointed data: allocation, moving data from DRAM to NVM
and restart. Checkpointing using NVRAM was also proposed by us in [7] where wrappers to MPI functions
for use with NVRAM were proposed. We demonstrated that for expected performance characteristics of actual
NVRAM devices (latencies and bandwidth) NVRAM based checkpointing performs considerably better than the
traditional disk based approach for applications such as the HPCCG benchmark and the PageRank algorithm.
In terms of storage oriented solutions, several contributions have been made. Paper [17] presents NVWAL
that uses NVRAM for maintaining a write-ahead log that benefits from byte addressability of NVRAM, provides
a transaction-aware persistency and shows that NVWAL provides considerably better performance for SQLite
compared to using flash memory. In paper [39] authors present Mojim which is a two-tier system where the
first one contains a mirrored pair of nodes and the second tier encompasses secondary backup nodes with
weakly consistent data copies. The system provides reliability and availability. The paper demonstrates that a
solution with replication with non-volatile memory provides similar or better performance than a version with
non-volatile memory without replication. In paper [9] authors propose Phoenix (PHX) which is an NVRAM-
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bandwidth aware object store for persistent objects. What is interesting is the fact that it can use NVRAM and
DRAM simultaneously as well as incorporate information such as bandwidths of devices, distances and energy
costs. The authors have presented that their solution reduced checkpoint/restart times for three tested HPC
benchmarks such as GTC, CM1 and S3D HPC compared to NVRAM only solutions.
Work [18] demonstrates how NVRAM can be used in order to improve performance of a browser. This
includes making use of NVRAM for placement of files for startup. Furthermore, perceived performance is
increased through caching of web resources in NVRAM.
Another application that can benefit from NVRAM is online transaction processing. Paper [12] presents
how NVRAM can be used for a logging subsystem and justifies that it provides better performance to cost ratio
than replacing the whole storage with NVRAM.
Paper [8], on the other hand, provides a study of impact of NVRAM on a Breadth-First Search (BFS)
graph traversal algorithm. An NVRAM simulator called PerMA has been used which allows to model latencies
and bandwidths of memory types from flash to RAM. The authors came to the conclusion that with sufficient
concurrency, with NVRAM the analyzed algorithm will be able to approach the performance of an in-memory
algorithm.
In paper [15] authors investigate benefits from using NVRAM for large scale data intensive (I/O) applications and demonstrated gains such as 3.85x I/O throughput and 1.6x for ort based data post processing over a
disk only approach.
Paper [36] demonstrates benefits through an average of 2.7x performance improvement of the map phase of
Map Reduce from using NVRAM. Benchmarks and workloads included those from Intel HiBench and PUMA.
Low level optimization of processing using NVRAM is analyzed in work [20] in which authors presents a software
cache in which lines to be flushed are buffered first and flushed later. Cache size is adapted at run time.
So far image processing with NVRAM has been addressed to a certain degree in the literature in terms of
energy efficiency. For instance, paper [25] presents that power consumption for parallel image processing can
be reduced greatly with the use of non-volatile memory. Work [37] presents energy efficient in memory machine
learning for image processing and corresponding benefits when using non-volatile memory.
2.3. Motivation and goal. Taking into account the aforementioned contributions, in this work we propose
to integrate usage of NVRAM for parallel image processing, especially large images, and demonstrate benefits
of this approach. With expected adoption of NVRAM in the nearest future, we believe that it will be an asset
applicable to a variety of fields and users.
3. Proposed solution.
3.1. Assumptions. From the HPC perspective, image processing could be regarded as performing a set
of operations on a two-dimensional matrix in which each element corresponds to a pixel of a selected color. In
the most straightforward approach an application performs the following steps:
1. The application opens an image file and reads an image as a matrix.
2. The matrix is split into submatrices.
3. Submatrices are assigned to processes (one to one or many to one depending on the processing paradigm)
4. Each process reads required data, performs its computations on the assigned part and writes output.
5. The application closes the file.
We believe that these steps make the application as simple as possible from a developer point of view. Our
solution sticks to this in order to make it easy to implement own image processing algorithms. On the other
hand, our solution uses NVRAM in an intermediate layer between files and the MPI I/O functions invoked
within the application.
Such an approach should be efficient with images of a size limited to the sum of all RAM capacities in a
cluster. In such case a file is read once at the beginning of processing and written back after computations have
been completed. The situation changes when the size of an image increases. The greater the size of a file, the
smaller image part can be processed at once and the application requires more read/write requests. Finally, the
application that used to be computationally bound becomes data intensive and I/O operations appear to be a
bottleneck.
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Taking everything into account, the task is to design the application as simple as possible, keeping in mind
that in order to provide good application performance, it is required to perform I/O operations efficiently.
3.2. Design of the solution. As a base for our application we used the C programming language and
MPI which is the de facto standard for message passing parallel programming allowing to run applications on
clusters but also within nodes with multi-core CPUs. Choosing MPI ensures a wide knowledge of a platform
among HPC application programmers – e.g. MVAPICH, one of most popular MPI implementation, declares
being used by more than 2,750 organizations1 . Many MPI implementations also offer additional advantages like
built-in Infiniband integration, efficient process managers, several levels of threads support or dynamic process
management routines.
In order to provide file access for all nodes within a cluster, in a typical HPC environment a parallel file
system (PFS) is used. Most popular PFSes provide POSIX support, but applications based on MPI can use
MPI I/O – a set of functions that allow accessing a file in a way convenient for a programmer. Popular MPI I/O
implementations also include many different optimizations, e.g. data sieving and two-phase I/O in ROMIO [34].
One of the conditions for comfortable file usage is the possibility to read and write a data chunk efficiently
independently from its location and size. As we will show in experiments, performance of specific operations
in regular MPI I/O and PFS could be significantly improved using our byte-addressable NVRAM distributed
cache [23].
The NVRAM cache, previously proposed by us, is a transparent component placed between an application
and MPI I/O. Its transparency is achieved through reimplementing selected MPI I/O API, so no additional
effort is needed from a developer. The most important requirements of this extension are installation of a
NVRAM device in each node of a cluster and the size of a file limited to the sum of all NVRAM capacities. As
justified in related work, NVRAM capacities are expected to far exceed RAM properties, so it should not be a
problem in the nearest future. The main distinguishing features of the cache are fully decentralized management,
prefetching the whole file during opening, synchronizing the whole file during closing and keeping minimal metadata. A set of tests with synthetic benchmarks and real-life applications like map searching, crowd simulation
or graph processing proved I/O improved performance, especially for long running applications [21, 22, 23]. An
additional feature of the cache that naturally benefits from NVRAM persistence is safety of the data during
processing [24]. The cache can also run using volatile RAM as its storage. Such a configuration forces reducing
RAM available for the application and does not offer any fail-safe mechanisms, but can be successfully applied
in order to enhance the efficiency of I/O.
Figure 3.1 presents the most important architecture components and their dependencies. As previously
stated, image files are served by a PFS. An application accesses it using MPI I/O API. The NVRAM cache is a
transparent component that improves efficiency of file access. Optionally, an application can use computational
accelerators.
3.3. Performance optimization. According to the description of the NVRAM based cache, overhead
for opening and closing a file may have a significant impact on application execution time. In a typical HPC
case this issue is negligible – in long running applications the gain from faster data access fully compensates the
initialization and deinitialization phases. However, omitting this overhead for fast and simple image processing
algorithms would be noticeable. The proposed application is prepared to be used as a service that is able to
process requested images one by one. The common idea in HPC used for avoidance of waiting for a data is
overlapping communication and computation. In our application we implemented a similar approach – image
processing overlaps with opening/closing a file.
Another important task was tuning the PFS. Our cluster was equipped both with Infiniband and 10Gb/s
Ethernet, so we were able to separate the application and the PFS traffic. Internal MPI communication was
based on Infiniband, while our cache was connected to PFS using Ethernet. The OrangeFS setting that has
the most impact on significant reduction of application execution time was turning off TroveSyncData option.
It allowed to omit costly data synchronization after each operation at the cost of increased risk of loosing data.
Instead of protection offered by OrangeFS we can use the fail-safe mode built into the NVRAM cache mechanism
or take the risk – in the worst case the application will process a lost image once more.
1 http://mvapich.cse.ohio-state.edu/
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Fig. 3.1. Architecture of the application for large image processing

Application optimizations included also, among others, tuning buffer sizes, reducing number of round-trips
between PFS and NVRAM cache or proper usage of MPI I/O flags like MPI MODE READONLY.
3.4. Exemplary filters. Our implementation contains code for parallel execution of three different filters.
Figure 3.2 presents exemples of an original image and processed results. The initial version of application
contains the following filters:
1. Blur – the idea is to blur an image by averaging values of neighboring pixels (to each pixel).
2. Multi-pass blur – similarly to the standard blur but the value of a considered pixel is also considered
in the average. Additionally, several passes through an image are executed.
3. Sobel – in this case, application of the filter relies on conversion of each pixel to grayscale (using a
luminosity approach) and application of a 3x3 operator on each pixel. This allows to compute minimum
and maximum values across a domain and then normalize final values based on these minimum and
maximum values. It should be noted that these minimum and maximum values need to be propagated
across all processes (realized using MPI Allreduce()).
4. Experiments. The main goal of experiments was not only to show that the application processes images
in reasonable time, but also to present a comparison of an architecture with and without the byte-addressable
NVRAM distributed cache. As parameters of expected NVRAM devices are not yet published, the last three
experiments were dedicated to different settings of the simulation platform.
4.1. Testbed environment. The extension was tested on cluster named Lap06, its technical specifications
are included in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. As the actual NVRAM devices are not available on the market yet, we
used a hardware simulation platform. The platform internally uses RAM but increases its access latency and
modifies the bandwidth. Unless otherwise noted, the platform was set according to Table 4.3.
4.2. Results of NVRAM extension vs regular MPI I/O.
4.2.1. Various image sizes. The first set of experiments verified the possibility of processing large images
efficiently. In this scenario we processed a single image using 6 computing nodes, 7 processes per each. As
presented in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2, in one minute the application was able to apply blur filter on an 800 megapixel
image and blur multi-pass filter (10 passes) on a 500 megapixel image. As expected, processing time increases
linearly with increasing the size of an image. Comparison of unmodified MPI I/O and the one supported by
NVRAM cache clearly shows that extended version performed much better. For the blur filter execution time
was about 30% lower for small images (100 megapixels) up to more than 40% lower for images larger that 500
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(a) Original image

(c) Blur-multipass filter

(b) Blur filter

(d) Sobel filter

Fig. 3.2. Original image and images processed using three different filters (fragment of a photo of Gdansk University of
Technology, author: Krzysztof Krzempek)
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Table 4.1
Hardware used in performance tests
Number of computing nodes
Number of PFS nodes
CPU
RAM
Network
Storage
NVRAM simulation

6
2
R Xeon⃝
R E5-4620
2 x Intel⃝
15GB
40Gb/s Infiniband, 10Gb/s Ethernet
SSD
17GB, hardware simulation

Table 4.2
Clusters’ software configuration
Operating system
MPI implementation
PFS

CentOS release 6.5
MPICH 3.2
Orange-FS 2.9.6

Table 4.3
NVRAM simulation platform parameters
additional latency before accessing the data
additional latency before flushing the data on device
memory bandwidth divider

2000ns
600ns
4

megapixels. According to previous expectations, less demanding algorithms like blur suffer from overhead for
opening and closing a file. This issue does not occur with blur multi-pass – for this scenario we were able to
observe more than 90% reduction of the execution time.

Fig. 4.1. Image processing results, blur filter, 6 nodes, 42 processes, 512kB application buffers

4.2.2. Various number of images. The next set of tests was focused on testing effectiveness of overlapping image processing with opening/closing a file. In order to verify the approach we compared the proposed
application running with multiple files and the same application, but executed for each single image sequentially.
Results presented in Fig. 4.3 and 4.4 demonstrate reduced execution times for application with overlapping.
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Fig. 4.2. Image processing results, blur multi-pass filter, 6 nodes, 42 processes, 512kB application buffers

Unfortunately, the gain from implementation of overlapping was lower that expected. For a relatively simple
filter – Sobel – we observed reduction of execution time at the level of 5%. More complicated algorithms like
blur multi-pass allow for saving more time – for test scenario illustrated in Fig. 4.4 it was about 10%.

Fig. 4.3. Image processing results, Sobel filter, 6 nodes, 42 processes, 512kB application buffer, each image of 1 gigapixel

4.2.3. Various buffer sizes. Although our NVRAM distributed cache is designed to work well with
small data chunks (even with access to single bytes), the proposed application uses internal buffers. Two buffers
located in RAM, one for read and one for write operations, prevent from too frequent file requests. Results
presented in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 prove that the NVRAM cache is prepared for serving even small data chunks.
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Fig. 4.4. Image processing results, blur multi-pass filter, 6 nodes, 42 processes, 512kB application buffer, each image of
1 gigapixel

Results were similar both for simple and more demanding processing algorithms. With unmodified MPI I/O and
requests lower than 128kB the application is extremely slow, because the PFS is flooded with a large number
of requests incoming frequently. In our opinion, such a result is another argument for applying the proposed
architecture – implementing buffers is an additional overhead for developers, especially for more complicated,
non-linear image processing algorithms. The proposed solution allows to focus more on implementing algorithms
themselves, rather than on difficult I/O optimization.

Fig. 4.5. Image processing results, Sobel filter, 6 nodes, 42 processes, image of 0.5 gigapixel
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Fig. 4.6. Image processing results, blur filter, 6 nodes, 42 processes, image of 0.5 gigapixel

4.2.4. Scalability. One of the most important parameters of HPC applications is scalability regarded as
the potential of reducing execution time with increasing hardware resources, today most often the number of
a cluster nodes and consequently the number of CPUs and cores. It may seem that with processing multiple
images, the application does not require good scalability because it could be executed multiple times for each
image independently. In practice, when the I/O is the bottleneck of the system, running many instances of a
data intensive application may result in overloading of PFS.
Figure 4.7 shows application speedup while increasing the number of nodes. Unmodified MPI I/O does
not scale well because the gain from higher computational power of greater number of nodes is insignificant
when PFS is more and more overloaded. The speedup of execution with NVRAM cache is also far from
linear, but still significant. Scalability is of the features of the distributed architecture of NVRAM cache. The
solution is designed in such way that each node participates in serving read/write requests. With an increasing
number of a file accesses from a higher number of processes, the extension has more nodes to process it, so the
average number of requests per node is constant. Furthermore, better scalability results are expected for more
demanding algorithms with a higher ratio of computations to I/O.
4.2.5. Various NVRAM simulation parameters. As we do not have NVRAM based devices yet, we
used a hardware simulation platform. Unknown properties of final devices result in necessity for testing solutions
for many different configurations in the range of expected parameter values. Although NVRAM devices should
outperform today’s SSDs, we assumed pessimistic values at the level similar to announced SSD specifications
R Optane⃝
R P4800X with typical latency of less than 10µs, up to 2400/2000MB/s read/write speed
(i.e. Intel⃝
and 500k IOPS for random requests [3]). The following three tests were performed using the blur multi-pass
filter.
Figure 4.8 presents comparison of execution times according to the memory bandwidth. Our nodes were
equipped with DDR3 1600Mhz memory units, the simulator allowed to divide the bandwidth by a certain factor.
In the plot we can observe that this parameter does not have a significant impact on the proposed application
– average growth of the execution time after reducing the bandwidth was less than 2.6%. With frequent, low
size requests our application depends more on the access latency rather than bandwidth.
Results shown in Fig. 4.9 concern an additional delay required to flush the cached data onto the device
to make it persistent. The plot is quite similar to the previous one – even when the additional latency before
flushing the data was doubled, average execution time of the application grew up about 2%. This latency is
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Fig. 4.7. Image processing results, blur multi-pass filter, 512kB application buffers, image of 1.5 gigapixel

Fig. 4.8. Image processing results, blur multi-pass filter, 6 nodes, 42 processes, 128kB application buffer

added only for write accesses and in our application write operations are less common than reads.
A much more visible impact on execution time is shown in Fig. 4.10. In this scenario we increased the
additional latency added for each memory request. Obtained results resulted in about 7% growth of processing
time.
Those three experiments proved that the impact of NVRAM parameters is significant in terms of execution
time, but insignificant when comparing the application with NVRAM cache and the one without. This leads
to the conclusion that if only NVRAM devices provide performance at the level of SSD devices or better, the
proposed architecture will be more efficient using the proposed distributed cache.
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Fig. 4.9. Image processing results, blur multi-pass filter, 6 nodes, 42 processes, 128kB application buffer

Fig. 4.10. Image processing results, blur multi-pass filter, 6 nodes, 42 processes, 128kB application buffer

5. Conclusions and future work. In this paper we proposed an architecture and software/hardware
components for large image processing application. Motivations included observation of increasing images sizes
and wide interest of efficient image processing architectures collected in the related work. In the exemplary
implementation we included three image processing filters: blur, Sobel and multi-pass version of blur. The
application is able to process a single image, as well as multiple images using additional optimization that
involves overlapping file opening and processing for subsequent images. The most distinguishing feature of the
proposed solution is application of byte-addressable NVRAM distributed cache. Emerging memory technology
combined with cache design allows for reducing PFS load, making the application development more convenient
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by using small data chunks efficiently and easily obtain better scalability with data intensive applications. The
presented experimental results show, among others:
1. efficiency of large (more than gigapixel) image processing,
2. better performance of NVRAM cache extension compared to unmodified MPI I/O,
3. performance gain obtained for processing multiple images using overlapping file opening and processing,
4. visible scalability of the solution,
5. impact of NVRAM parameters on the application execution time.
In the future we plan to improve performance of the NVRAM cache, which should also impact efficiency
of image processing with proposed architecture. Our idea involves a hybrid approach – using both plain PFS
performance and cache by balancing the load at runtime. Another interesting issue is connected with moving
the solution into a cloud – combining HPC and cloud processing becomes more and more popular nowadays.
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